Food Scoop
The Tasty Museum
Card Game
Eat and drink your way around the objects in the
museum that tell the story of food in the past.

Here’s how to play
•

Cut out the 16 Food Scoop cards.

•

Shuffle the cards and deal evenly to 2 or 4 players.

•

Make sure not to show the other players your cards.

•

Each player takes the top card from their deck and looks at the
categories underneath the picture.

•

The youngest player goes first. They pick a category and read out its
number.

•

The other players then read out their numbers for the same category.

•

The player with the highest number in that category wins the round.

•

The winner of the round takes the losing cards from the other players
and puts them at the bottom of their deck.

•

The other players take their turns in the same way.

•

The game continues until a player wins all of the cards.

•

The winner is the Master of Food Scoop!

Find out more about the
fancy food and delightful
drink objects on the food
scoop cards with the…

Dice Dash
Matching
Game
•

Cut out the 2 dice templates, following the dotted lines.

•

Fold the dice along the solid lines and use a glue stick to stick the
flaps together into a dice.

•

Each dice has 8 sides. On each side there is a clue about one of the
objects on the food scoop cards.

•

Lay out the 16 food scoop cards in front of you, face up.

•

Players take it in turns to roll one of the dices.

•

When the dice stops, read out loud the clue that it lands on.

•

All players in the game must then put their hand on top of the food
scoop card that matches the clue.

•

Once everyone’s hands are down, one player reads out loud the
correct answer from the answer sheet.

•

If 2 or more players touch the correct card, the player that was

fastest and touches it first gets to keep it.
•

If no one touches the correct card, no players pick up any cards.

•

Keep taking it in turns to roll the dice until all of the cards have been
taken.

•

The player with the most cards at the end of the game wins!

CUT along the dotted lines
FOLD along the solid lines
2. You might
have some of
these in your
cupboard now, they
make delicious gravy
4. The Barking shop this
1. Not much ice cream
came from used a huge
fits in this. When you’ve
number of potato’s
finished your lick it’s
to make this
refilled for the
fast food
next person 5. Freshen your
favourite
breath with this
sweet treat and enjoy
the picture of the
seaside at Cornwall

3. Keeping your bones strong
and healthy, this was
delivered to your
door straight
from the
7. When there
6. Made in a
were food
Barking factory, Dagenham
the fancy bird on this Dairy shortages in the war,
this made sure everyone
is the mascot for a
got an equal share
favourite frozen treat
8. Made in Roy’s shop in
Dagenham, pop this in
the microwave for
a fast modern
meal

CUT along the dotted lines
FOLD along the solid lines
9. This
fishy snack
was very
popular in the
past as it was
cheap and easy to
eat
11. This was made at
13. This Royal souvenir
a Barking drinks
for people with a
factory that used
sweet tooth has
to be one of the
never been
biggest
eaten, not
10. This was
in the
even a
used to feed
world babies milk. Careful, nibble!
it’s very fragile and can
easily break

14. This was part of bigger
set that a wealthy family
who lived at Valence
House had made
15. This is
to enjoy their
16. This was
part of an
favourite found at Barking
animal that lots of
drink
Abbey and used to
people in the past
make waffles and wafers
kept and farmed for their
on special days
wool, milk and meat
12. Tiny and hard to see,
these fruity bits
were found by
archaeologists
digging
in the
ground

Dice Dash Answers
1

2

5

6

9

13

3

7

10

14

4

8

11

15

12

16

Helpful hint:
The blue dice has clue numbers 1-8 on it and these
all match objects that are more than 101 years old.
The red dice has clue numbers 9-16 on it and these
all match objects that are less than 101 years old.

